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IN

1882, when sand was being removecl from side of Garnock Water at
Dirrans, near Kilwinning, a vertical section of an ancient structure was laid
open. It was built of smooth'watqr-worn stones taken from the bed of the

Ins.tr2€ola54iFt.

SCALE.

Fre. 1.-Ancient Structtre at Dirrans, near Kihvinning.

river', and measured 18 inches in cliameter, inside; being circular in plan
and 4 feet deep.
This chamber must have been a very ancient structure, as the stones of
which it was built-mostly whinstones-were very much decomposed, some
of them so much so as to be easily crushed to powder in the hand.
It was placed L2 feet from the top of the south bank of the Garnock
Water, but hacl probably been at a much sreater distance from the river
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at one time, as it, the latter, was corrocling its bank in a

southern

direction.

It

had no lid or covering of any sort, ancl a small tree grew right on
the top of ib.
In the bottom there were a .few inches of a fine grayish powdery
i:--....-nIE------l

li

sand-

-

Fre. 3.-Section 2 of Grouncl.

material which I took out and sifted carefully through a riddle, but founcl
no relics. The rest of it was filled up with sand.
There was therefore nothing to indicate what the structure may have
been used for, but in ali likelihoocl it was a place of interment.
It could not possibly have been a well, as no water is got in this sand,
in the district, till a depth of !10 or 12 feet is reachecl.
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